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Companions,

The cross of humanity, that is spiritual and which I can share with you, will never be too heavy, but
in some instances you will feel it.

That cross represents the planetary situation and the souls that need to be alleviated of their debts
through an extraordinary Grace.

That cross that I share is only carried by those who are aware and mature in their commitment, and
who are capable of giving, beyond themselves, a little more than what they truly could during this
time.

In this way, they are capable of carrying with Me the cross of these times, which will free humanity
from all errors committed.

The cross I share signifies to assume and bear an inner spiritual and psychic weight that perhaps you
have never born before, and that which is compensating for the grave errors that humanity makes
today, and those which have become unpayable.

Thus, this is the cycle for truly confirming within yourselves the inner breadth of this commitment
which will place you on the path of sacrifice and of absolute surrender, in the name of your Master
and Lord.

Many do not accept sharing this cross with Me, but I fully avail Myself of those who, through
prayer and selfless service, surrender to please Me and bring Me relief from what I see in the world.

Let the cross be, for you, the victory toward a new and decisive spiritual step.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


